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demonstrated his sensibility of it in a degree worthy of a much higher
rank. His name was Leech, the Company's smith, as well as clerk of the
parish; this man had made his escape when the Moors entered the Fort,
and returned just as it was dark to tell me he had provided a boat and
would ensure my escape if I would follow him through a passage few-
were acquainted with, and by which he had then entered. (This might
easily have been accomplished, as the guard put over us took but very
slight notice of us.) I thanked him in the.best terms I was able, but
told him It was a step I could not prevail on myself to take, as I should
thereby very ill repay the attachment the gentlemen «nd the garrison
had shown to me ; and that T resolved to share their fate be it what it
would ; but pressed him to secure his own escape without loss of time, to-
which he gallantly replied that then he was resolved to share mine, and
would not leave me."
To picture the Black Hole, we must go to the East
Gate of the Fort. Entering this gate, by virtue of our
historical imagination, we turn to the left (southwards),
and mount the verandah. On our right we find a row of
arches looking down into the Parade Ground. On our left
there is another row of arches measuring 8 ft. 9 in. Thisff
inner arcade on our left had been subdivided into five
rooms.*
The first nearest the gate is the Court of Guards, and!
we can (by imagination) see clearly into it as the arches
have not been closed in. The next three rooms are Bar-
racks and are separated from the verandah by a small
dwarf-wall filling up the lower part of the arches and
turning them into windows. The last of the rooms is
'the Fort Prison known as the Black Hole. Its west side
is formed by two brick arches, with a narrow window
left in the centre of each arch. To enter it we must
pass through the adjacent Barrack Booms, and we men-
tally note that the door opens inwards into the Prison—
a circumstance which will delay the removal of the
survivors wlen the ,dead block the way. Beyond the
Prison there the verandah continues, but instead of rooms
we find a staircase, fifty feet long, leading to the South-
East Bastion.
Having fortified ourselves with this information, we-
return to Dalhousie. Square, and visit the site of the
tragedy.
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